
 

Part 5 – Frequency Therapy (Frequency Biomodulation)  

The Next Frontier in Health Care 
 

Definitions of common terms used in LLLT pertaining to this article.  

Frequency: Frequency is a term used to describe the number of times we turn each laser diode 

on and off each second.   

Frequency Biomodulation: When you use frequency to biomodulate or stimulate tissue 
function. 

Part 5 - Frequency Therapy (Frequency Biomodulation) 

The reason I feel that frequency therapy is the next frontier in health care is that frequency therapy 

or frequency biomodulation has probably the greatest potential to return the body to health as any 

form of health care known to date. Yet, there has been less research in this field than any other 

that I know of. The field of frequency therapy is wide open and the potential benefits of this field 

of health care are endless.  

As with all forms of health care there are still two different types, allopathic and natural, defined 

earlier. Frequency therapy can be either depending primarily on two principles. One is the delivery 

system, the other is the frequency used. If the frequency is delivered with EMFs or electrical 

impulses then the therapy is usually most effective as an allopathic form of care and you should 

utilize frequencies designed to damage and kill pathogens, such as the frequencies developed 

by Dr. Royal Rife. However, if you are intending to produce frequency biomodulation, then the 

frequencies should be delivered with true LLLT (Low Level Laser Therapy), a natural physiological 

carrier, and you should utilize frequencies that are designed to support human cells through 

delivering and managing information. This article is about frequency biomodulation so all of our 

discussion here will be centered on normal resident frequencies of the body delivered with true 

natural LLLT.  

Frequency is synonymous with information and has multiple functions within our body. All of which 

revolve around information and communication of that information. Frequency is the basic 

principle of how we communicate with each other and how one cell communicates with another. 

Science has copied how this works and created our high speed fiber optic communication 

systems that we utilize every day in our worldwide communication systems.  

Unfortunately like all forms of information in this world it can be corrupted. When this occurs then 

the function of the tissues will be compromised leading to the loss of health in those related 

tissues.  

Information is stored and managed in your body kind of like it is in your computer. In your computer 

there are different levels of information, some is very easy to access and others are very difficult 

to access. Information in your computer that is supposed to be changed and modified often is 

very easy to get to and modify such as this document that I may want to modify and change until 

it is the way I want it to read. It is so easy that many corrections on this document the computer 

fixes by itself such as spelling and grammar. Other information in my computer is not as easy to 

access such as the Word program that I am using to write this file. That information or program is 

not supposed to be changed and when it becomes corrupted I have to turn off the computer and 

let the program reload itself to correct the corruption. Then occasionally some information in my 



computer gets so corrupted and is so deep inside that I have to call in a computer specialist and 

then sometimes even they will recommend to just toss it in the trash and buy a new one.  

Information in the body is very similar. Some information is supposed to be written and modified 

and rewritten again such as learning a new activity, the way you walk, a new game, or dance etc. 

This is why practice makes perfect. This information is very easy to access, the easiest to corrupt 

and the easiest to correct when it becomes corrupted because it was designed to be accessed 

and modified often. Information pertaining to the immune system is information that is constantly 

being modified throughout life as you are exposed to new toxins and pathogens making this 

information some of the easiest to access, manage and correct. Then there are programs and 

information that should never be changed such as the information and programs that run your 

liver functions and digestion and so on. When these programs become corrupted causing organ 

and system dysfunctions they are much more difficult to access and requires a greater level of 

technology to access. Then we have information that we have been told can never be corrupted 

or corrected such as your DNA, information that determines the shape of your nose or your finger 

prints etc. Yet we are developing new ways of corrupting this information every day. GMO foods, 

electronic pollution such as cell phones and EMFs, diet sweeteners, and the list goes on and on. 

I am a firm believer that if we can break it we can fix it, of course like everything in this world, it is 

always harder to fix than was to break. Frequency therapy has the potential to restore all of these 

forms of corruption and thereby restore the malfunction of these tissues and health issues they 

may cause. However, depending on where this information is located in the body and how easy 

it is to access requires different levels of technology. Technology that increases the range and 

precision of the pulsed frequency we can deliver directly dictates at what level of the nervous 

system we can address which in turn determines the level of health care we can deliver.  

As stated above, each tissue, organ, system, and function of the body has its own resident 

frequency that manages and dictates its function. This is not a new concept and has been 

documented by many research scientists for many years. 

 Each atom, element, molecule, cell, or organism substance has its own ideal electrical wavelength 
and resonance frequency of vibration that coordinates its activities (Lakovsky, 1970).   

 At the resonance frequency, energy is maximized and harmonious.  The further a substance deviates 
from its resonance frequency, the more dissonance and disease occurs (Pauling, Wilson 1963; 
Vithoulkas, 1980)  

It has always been my belief that when the body knows how to fix itself, it does, and when it does, 

it does it so much better than we could ever imagine. The only thing that will stop the body from 

fixing itself after the information has been corrected is the lack of the essential building blocks, 

vitamins, essential minerals – proteins – and fatty acids.  

The concept that frequency is essential and therapeutic cannot be denied. However, how do we 

place this component of therapy into Natural Energy Medicine? First it must be delivered in a form 

that the body can understand. The latest research demonstrates that the body communicates with 

itself using pulse frequency of a specific wavelength of coherent (laser) energy. This is why we 

use a carrier of laser energy of the correct wavelength to deliver our frequency (information) 

therapy. This is why we stated earlier that laser light of the correct wavelength was the foundation 

of Natural Energy Medicine as it was required to deliver the other therapy components of Natural 

Energy Medicine. 

To further explain and understand the concept of frequency therapy we will use our understanding 

of music. Music can be a significant therapeutic stimulus to the body or it can be an irritation to 

the body, this is even so with plants and all living creatures. We know that the basis for music is 

frequency. A musical note is a single frequency. However not every frequency is a musical note. 

The more precise the frequency is performed for that note, the more therapeutic the music is and 

the less precise the more irritating that sound is. Why? Because the frequency of a musical note 

must resonate or be in tune with the body’s own resonant frequencies. This will support the health 



and function of the body. And if it doesn’t resonate with the body’s own frequencies, out of tune 

with the body, then it disrupts the body’s health and function and becomes an irritation to the 

body. This is why it does not take a trained or educated person to know the difference between a 

musical note and an irritating noise.  

However, music is more than just individual notes. When you play a number of musical notes 

together you create a chord which can elicit a greater response and be much more than just the 

sum of the individual notes. So what makes up a chord? First each note must be a quality note of 

the proper frequency. Next you cannot use just any notes to make a chord, only specific notes 

will resonate and harmonize together to create a chord. Then, not only the correct notes but the 

correct number of notes must go together or it is not a musical chord, just more irritating noise.  

Next, most music is designed to be played with multiple instruments in a band or orchestra. 

Combining multiple instruments at the same time usually creates a greater response to the body 

than just playing a single instrument.  

Finally there is the question of which notes should be played? Which is the wrong question. The 

correct question is which song do you want to play? The song determines the notes and chords 

that need to be played, which order that they need to be played in and for how long each should 

be played.  

So how does this relate to frequency therapy?  

Just like in music, frequency is essential and very therapeutic. And just like music, not every 

frequency is therapeutic, in fact most frequencies are not therapeutic but just irritation to the body. 

This is why many environmental frequencies like florescent lights are irritating to individuals as 

these frequencies can actually disrupt the normal resonate frequencies of the body. A single 

therapeutic frequency must be in tune not just with the body but with the body part that you are 

trying to treat. Then we need to determine all the basic therapeutic frequencies required for that 

body part or system. Once we have all the basic therapeutic frequencies that resonate with that 

specific tissue or body part, we need to determine which ones can be performed together like a 

chord in music and which ones can’t. Then we combine the proper frequencies into frequency 

programs for that specific tissue, organ, system, or function of the body. Usually this will be a 

combination of laser diodes each running its own frequency. Next, depending on what body part 

we are treating, we determine which programs to run, in what order, where to run each of these 

frequency programs on the body and for how long.  

And finally, combining multiple forms of natural information therapy to form Natural Energy 

Medicine is much more powerful than just running individual forms of therapy separately. This is 

why we place LLLT, frequency therapy, homeopathy, reflexology, etc. all simultaneous with each 

other to create a complete therapy system.   

The last thing to understand about frequency therapy is that the precision and range of the 
frequencies produced is vital for the quality of the therapy. The latest science behind resonant 
body frequencies comes from the area of the Ukraine. They have isolated 3 basic bands of 
frequencies that the body utilizes for vital body functions. The first being very low frequencies, 
below 50 hertz, that are very similar to the earth and brain frequencies. This is probably the band 
of frequencies that keep us GROUNDED.  

The next band of frequencies are much higher from 40 to 70 GHz, or from 40 to 70 billion pulses 
per second. The body has a controlling system that we could compare to the operating system of 
your computer. A system that controls every function, system, program, manages all the body’s 
data etc. And this operating system functions within the frequency band of 40 to 70 GHz.  

The final frequency band is from 80 through about 120 GHz. These frequencies are the resonant 
frequencies that every cell, organ and system resonate at. They identify the type, health, and 
location of every cell in the body.  



All three of these functions are vital for not only life but for the health of every cell in the body. We 
also have to remember that any or all of these frequencies can be corrupted to any degree causing 
dysfunction to any of these systems thereby leading to the loss of health to any related part of the 
body.  

Since the upper two bands of frequencies are still far above the range that technology can produce 
at this time, we utilize octaves of these frequencies. The further away this frequency octave is 
from the original frequency the more the body has to interpret the information, therefore the less 
volume of information and the less technical the information is that can be delivered. Likewise, 
the higher or the closer to the original frequency that can be produced will equate to the greater 
volume and more technical the information is that can be delivered. To put this in a simpler way, 
the range and precision of pulse frequencies equates to the quality of the communication and 
information you can deliver. So if you were trying to communicate with or deliver precise 
instructions to someone, would you like to be limited to the grammar and intellect of a preschooler 
or have the full intellectual and language skills of a college graduate? The decision is yours, you 
select the intellectual and language skills by selecting the precision and range of the pulse 
frequencies you use.  

Therefore you need equipment that has the latest technology to produce the highest range with 

the greatest precision to take the most advantage of this form of therapy. This technology 

constitutes over 95% of the cost of a quality pulsed laser. Which is unfortunate because few 

manufacturers or users recognize its importance so they do not dedicate the time and money to 

design or build a pulsed laser with the precision or range to effectively perform frequency therapy. 

When doctors ask, what is the biggest difference between our Low Level Lasers and others the 

answer is simple. It is our ability to perform quality therapeutically precise frequency therapy which 

adds frequency biomodulation to our therapy system. Our basic Mk III model LLLT units can 

produce a therapeutically precise frequency for any frequency we desire up through about 12 

million pulses per second for each individual laser diode in the unit. Which is a couple of thousand 

times higher than our closest competition. The top of our line, Mk 7, professional therapy system 

is therapeutically precise at any frequency up through 1.06 GHz which is about 200,000 times the 

range and precision of our closest competitor.  

Or in other words, our pulsed Low Level Lasers are designed and built to perform therapeutically 

precise Frequency Therapy where our competition’s products are not. It is not because their 

products are bad, they build very high quality LLLT products and get amazing results because 

quality LLLT works great. These units are just not engineered or built to perform quality frequency 

therapy.   

One final note about pulsed frequency therapy, having the capacity to perform high range and 

precision pulsed frequency is just the beginning. Now you have to know which frequencies to 

utilize for every cell, organ, tissue, function, and system in the body. This science is not available 

from any source and is far too extensive to cover in this article. We will write a separate article on 

this subject at a later date.   

In conclusion, by adding high quality frequency therapy to any quality LLLT allows for therapeutic 

responses that most physicians would claim to be impossible. And they are right, if you are using 

technology that does not include frequency therapy those responses are impossible. 

Unfortunately most users have never used a LLLT unit that will produce quality frequency therapy 

so they don’t know what is possible with frequency biomodulation or true Natural Energy 

Medicine.  
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